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A tournament to decide who is the best classic video game character. Link, Sonic, Mario, or Kirby?
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1 - Prelims- Match one- Kirby vs. Mario

Kirby stood across from Mario in the cement ring. "LET THE FIGHT BEGIN!!!" Yelled the announcer.
Kirby immpdiately sucked up Mario, spitting him out, and donning his hat and power. Mario tossed a
fireball, and Kirby countered with a fireball of his own.

"The fight rockets off to and incredible start, neither in the lead!" The announcer roared. Kirby jumped up
and mario tried to do the same. Mario landed then readied a fireball. Kirby landed behind him and
Kicked before mario could turn around. He landed on his face.

"And kirby seems to have a clever stradagy!" Siezing his chance, kirby unleashed several fireballs
before mario could again stand. Mario then whipped out the Untral Hammer (Paper Mario) and batted
away the fireballs, landing a hit on kirby's head, making him lose the power.

"Wow! Mario is making an amazing comeback!" Kirby shook his head, then attempted to suck mario up
again. Mario jumped behind him and tossed a fireball, repaying the favor of two paragraphes ago.

"Looks like Mario is gonna win this!" Kirby growled and sucked up the fireball, making him Fire kirby
(Kirby 64: Crystal Shards) He ran at Mario, his body engulfed in flames, pushing his near the edge.
Mario grabbed Kirby, attempting to push him down onto the ground (When you are knocked out of the
ring, you lose.) Kirby sucked in air, floating back onto the ring.

"Looks like I spoke too soon!" Kirby jumped up, and Mario did the same. Like before, Mario redied a
fireball, but Kirby had other plans. He turned into a rock (Super Smash Brothers) and fell on Mario,
knocking him out of the ring.

"ALL RIGHT! The winner of the First Preliminary Fight.... KIRBY!!!!!!!!!!"



2 - Prelims- Match two- Sonic vs. Link

"LET THE FIGHT BEGIIN!" The announcer shouted. Right away, link rasied his bow and shot. Sonic
dodged them, zig-zagging arounf then, coming closer and closer to link. Sonic jumped up, kicking link in
the face. Link shot his long shot. It missed by an inch, but Sonic crabbed the Chain. Holding his leg up,
so that he would kick link again. Link pulled out his sword to slash him when he got the chance, so Sonic
jumped off the chain. He ran at Link, but link put on the magic cape (???)

"Wow! This is amazing! Link has dissapeared!" Sonic looked around carefully. "TIME STOP!" He yelled
(Sonic adventure two: Battle) He ran in a circle at the edge of the ring, creating a tornado-like thing. Link
took off the cape, and quickly put on the Goron Mask (Majora's Mask), weighing him down. He curled
into a ball. sSonic ran up, Tornado-ing right around him, but he was just too dang heavy. Sonic stopped
to catch his breath, when goron link rose up and batted him. Link took off the mask, and Sonic rammed
him. Link's human body flew into the air, but Link pulled out his long shot and pulled himself back into
the ring. Both were shining sweat with sweat.

"And it looks like The match has basically evened itself out!" Link drank down a blue potion then stood
and fired a light arrow. It hit sonic's stomach and he cried out. His body began to change. Sonic became
SuperSonic!

"WOW! The light arrow made Sonic Become SuperSonic!" Sonic closed his eyes and began to laugh.
Link raised his bow and shot him with an Ice arrow, freeezing him. Link ran up and took out the Megaton
Hammer (Ocarina of Time) He lifted it and hit the side of the frozen sonic, batting him away like a
croquet ball.

"THE WINNER OF THE SECOND PRELIMINARY MATCH..... LIIINK!!!!!"
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